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Many of you know that I celebrated my 80th birthday this summer and thanks to my Trinity community, 

I received lots of lovely cards with gracious words penned on them. They are still in a large pottery bowl 

and bring smiles. There is one card that isn’t in the bowl. It’s on the family room mantel and it didn’t 

arrive in the usual square Hallmark-card size envelope. This card came in a large Manila envelope - it 

needed one that size in order to fit. I brought it today to show you.  

Yes, it’s a giraffe made of paper and it’s a birthday card from Joel Grabner. Joel grew up at Trinity and 

is now in college. When Joel was in middle school, we worked together with the older elementary 

Trinity Play kids to create a model of the main sanctuary. The project wouldn’t have been possible 

without Joel. All the pews, the pulpit, the altar and credence table were pieces of paper, folded by the 

group under the patient guidance of Joel, a master at origami. You should see the model of the organ he 

did by himself. It has all the tiers, keys, foot pedals, even the bench with an organist sitting on it!  

And look at this giraffe. When I first saw it, tears came to my eyes - remembering working with Joel, 

who didn’t want to be in church, but was willing to offer his gift and passion to help create a middle 

school youth group and an amazing model of the sanctuary. It was an honor to work with him at the time 

and, again, to receive a birthday gift from him. And once again, I’m in awe at his ability to fold, and 

fold, and fold…. and fold one sheet of paper into a model of a living creature, showing muscles and 

hoofs. One sheet of paper - and no scissors. For as Joel says, “it’s not origami unless it’s one sheet of 

paper and no scissors!” 

So, remembering Joel’s origami giraffe, let’s turn to the gospel. It’s from John because all the August 

gospel readings are from John’s gospel. You may not have noticed as our wonderful summer lay 

preachers were asked to focus on their covid experience as their “text.” The lectionary passages have 

rather slipped unnoticed through our summer services. Because, if you remember, a couple of Sundays 

ago, I surprised myself - and probably you - by stopping in the middle of gospel reading because I 

wasn’t sure I was reading the right one for the day. And I’m sure some of you completely understood 

my confusion. John’s gospel readings are often confusing, dense, and a little repetitive. In this morning’s 

reading, even Jesus and the disciples acknowledge the difficulty grasping the connections and meaning 

of blood and flesh, bread and wine.  

Yet, from the beginning, John’s story of Jesus is like origami - it’s one sheet of paper and no scissors. 

Throughout John’s gospel, Jesus’ words and stories are folded and folded and folded with all saying 

there is same unifying message of love, one source of life. “In the beginning was the Word and the 

Word was with God and the Word was God” is how the gospel starts. And on the night before his death 

with his disciples, Jesus folds love again - the oneness of him and God, the prayer for oneness of him 

and all creation. From love’s whole, John’s story of Jesus keeps turning and seeming to fold back on 



 

 

itself. Depth is created. Depth is revealed. Even while holding the whole, more is still hidden. One sheet 

of paper and no scissors. 

Moreover, this giraffe and John’s gospel are reminders of what is also true about all of our lives, every 

day, every minute. There is always more present than we are ever totally aware of.  Even when we pause 

to intentionally reflect and seek to understand - as our summer preachers did - there are still more layers 

folded beneath than we are able to grasp and give words to. For me, each of the lay sermons confirmed 

again the layers and layers of spiritual reality always present. Even while the stories, insights, images 

and experiences in each sermon reflection were beautifully different and wonderfully unique.  

Yet, when I pull them together in my memory, I find common truths folded in each sermon. Unaware, 

unintentionally, when any of us are willing to open love’s folds in our lives, deep, abiding and common 

truths emerge. There is one sheet of paper and no scissors. Or as William James wrote: “Truths emerge 

from facts, but they dip forwards into new facts again and add to them, which facts again create or 

reveal new truths… and so on indefinitely.” (Art and Faith, p. 93) 

Folded into each summer sermon were experiences of facing changes —- by looking at racial realities in 

Minneapolis and across the nation, by the stories of ancestors and their actions, in the previous certitude 

that everything will be okay. And tucked in this summer’s sermons were insights on how to move 

through suffering —- of waiting, of not knowing, of lives disrupted, of lacking control, of finding fragile 

faith centers. Still, folded in these sermons as well were the receiving of joy, the grace of peace, the 

support of family, friends and the Trinity community, the clarity of what and who are truly important.  

And, in each shared reflection, could any of us miss the urge and commitment to turn the learnings of 

this last year into actions of caring, justice and service? Urgent hopes for Trinity’s expanded and 

strengthened community engagement ministries, fear of fatigue and confusion pulling us inward, worry 

of monetary conversations distracting us from trusting each other and God. 

A summer of seven lay sermons with one yet to come next week. All a beautiful whole, so personally 

expressed, so deeply rooted: unique gifts of lives shaped by the folding and folding and folding of God’s 

outpouring love. “In the beginning….” In the offering of flesh and blood. The bread of life, Jesus Christ 

flowing within while folding into so many beautiful shapes.  

And those sermons also held God’s invitation to live our individual lives with a fuller awareness of the 

deep folds of God’s love we know in Jesus Christ. An invitation to intentionally pay attention to those 

same folding of God’s love in each of us facing change, moving through suffering, receiving joy and 

maturing in service. Those same folds shape all of us whether we are aware or not. “Simon Peter 

answered Jesus, ‘Lord, to whom shall we go? You have the words of eternal life. We have come to 

believe and know that you are the Holy One of God.” God’s presence and love folded into Jesus, into 

our lives and all the world. There is only one sheet and no scissors. Amen.    


